Negative refractive index metamaterials[@b1][@b2] with simultaneous negative permittivity and negative permeability (also called left-handed materials; LHM) open new avenues to achieve unprecedented physical properties and functionality unattainable with naturally occurring materials[@b3][@b4]. Inside a left-handed material, the wave vector and energy flow are in opposite directions. By virtue of this unique property, a metamaterial slab waveguide consisting of left-handed material core (or cladding) and right-handed material (RHM; i.e., conventional dielectric) cladding (or core) are capable of slowing down drastically the velocity of light propagation, even to zero velocity[@b5][@b6]. This fascinating property is attractive for light storage, light buffer, etc, which are indispensable components for all optical signal processing[@b7].

In this paper we will reveal the truth about 'trapped rainbow' storage of light: the complete standstill of light at the critical thickness is impossible due to the strong intermodal coupling between two nearly degenerated modes. Several independent methods are employed to prove definitely the occurrence of energy reflection. We use the mode matching technique[@b8][@b9] to prove the total energy reflection, as well as the finite element simulation. This reflection can also be attributed to the requirement of the energy and momentum conservation. Finally, the strong reflection is verified experimentally by observing the strong near-field electromagnetic wave modulation in a tapered spoof plasmon waveguide.

Results
=======

Mode degeneracy, intermodal coupling and reflection
---------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 1a and b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} show the propagation constant *β* and energy flow (group) velocity *v~E~* as a function of the core-thickness *d* for our metamaterial slab waveguide (see the inset in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). If we take a closer look at [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, it is easy to find two modes with distinct properties coexist for a certain core layer thickness: the forward mode, whose energy flow and wave vector are in the same direction; and the backward mode, whose energy flow and wave vector are in opposite directions (e.g., the lower and upper branches of the fundamental oscillating TM~2~ mode in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The propagation constants of a forward mode and backward mode degenerate, i.e., *β~f~* = *β~b~* at the critical core thickness (denoted by *d~c~*; see [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} below), which result in zero propagation velocity at this critical location ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Since light waves at different frequencies have different critical thickness for achieving zero velocity, 'trapped rainbow' storage of light was claimed to be feasible in a tapered metamaterial waveguide[@b5] or plamonic graded structures[@b10]. Here one sees clearly that the presence of the critical core thickness *d~c~* gives rise to two regions, the free propagation region (*d\>d~c~*) and the attenuation region (*d\<d~c~*). The critical thickness *d~c~* is calculated to be 52.451813091371 μm for fundamental oscillating TM~2~ mode at 1 THz (free space wavelength *λ~c~* = 300 μm). A forward guided mode has more energy confined in the RHM cladding, while a backward guided mode has more energy confined in the metamaterial core layer (see the inset for point *O*~1~ in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Since the cladding layer and the core layer have opposite energy flow, the overall energy flow highly depends on the core layer thickness (see [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). At the critical thickness, the counter-directional energy flows balance each other and result in a slow waveguide with zero group velocity.

Consider a waveguide with a continuously tapered core layer thickness and assume an incident forward mode is excited from the left port (see [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). It is noted that the backward guided mode has negative group velocity but positive wave vector, which is in the same direction as the wave vector of the incident forward guided mode. As *d* approaches *d*~c~, the incident right-going forward mode (see point *M~f~* on the lower branch in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and the left-going backward mode (see point *M~b~* on the upper branch of the same order in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) get similar wave vectors (the same direction and the similar magnitude). In the meanwhile, the modal profiles of the backward and forward modes become perfectly overlapped (see the overlap curve in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) as *d* approaches *d~c~* (see the inset for point *O~2~*in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). When these two requirements are satisfied, the coupling between forward and backward modes is likely to occur, as long as some small spatial perturbation exists along the waveguide (e.g., the tapering of the waveguide).

The mode matching technique is then employed to quantitatively describe the intermodal coupling behavior between the forward and backward modes inside a tapered waveguide (the detailed mode matching calculation can be found in [Supplementary Materials](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A series of steps is used to approximate the tapered boundary. As long as the number of steps is sufficiently large, these steps can resemble the originally smooth boundary, and thus produce a precise and reliable calculation result. The field components at a specified location are expressed using the superposition of local eigenmodes at this locally flat waveguide. After matching the tangential field components along the interfaces of neighboring flat waveguide, a scattering matrix relating the reflected field and transmitted field to the incident field can be derived. Then the reflection and transmission in response to the stimulus of incoming forward mode is obtained in a semi-analytical way.

In our study, we consider the case when the core-thickness *d* is not large so that only one oscillating mode, namely, TM~2~ mode, can be supported in the metamaterial waveguide (The case for a thicker core layer and the consequent appearance of high order oscillating mode are considered in the [Supplementary Materials](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here we calculate the reflection of optical power on two kinds of tapered waveguides with the same core layer thickness at the input port (*d*~in~ *=*55 μm) but different core layer thickness at the output port (*d~out~*): (i), *d~out~* *\< d~c~*; (ii), *d~out~* *\> d~c~*.

For the waveguide with *d~out~* *\< d~c~* (here *d~out~* = 52.4 μm ≈ *d~c~*−0.05 μm), the output waveguide cannot support any guided mode, and consequently no transmission is expected. We approximate the tapered structure with many steps and increase the total number of steps *N* to approach a smoothly tapered waveguide (see [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The incident optical power carried by a forward mode in the input waveguide will be channeled to different modes after it enters the tapered waveguide. The exact ratio of the optical power in each mode, which is obtained from our mode matching calculation, is shown in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. In particular, we are interested in the following power flow channels (see the colored arrows in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}): *R*~11~ (conventional reflection from the incident right-going forward mode to the left-going forward mode), *R*~12~ (reflection due to the coupling from the incident forward mode on the lower branch to the backward mode on the upper branch, see the red open arrow in the inset of [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) and the power scattered to leaky modes. Our calculation results of [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show that, (1) when the number of steps *N* is small (\~10), the optical power scattered into leaky modes is observable. However, it deceases quickly as the tapered waveguide becomes smoother and smoother (*N*\>20); (2) when *N* is small, *R*~11~ is comparable with *R*~12~. However, *R*~11~ also deceases to nearly zero as the tapered waveguide becomes smoother and smoother (*N\>*60); (3) for a sufficiently smooth waveguide, *R*~12~ is precisely unity, which indicates that all the energy of the incident forward mode will be eventually coupled to the left-going backward mode and flow out from the input port.

The above calculation results indicate that the sudden transition of wave vector (*β~f~* to -*β~f~*) is unlikely to occur in a slowly tapered waveguide, while the transition/coupling of similar wave vectors (*β~f~* to *β~b~*) is much more preferable due to the intrinsic degeneracy of *β~f~* and *β~b~* modes at the critical thickness. Both the wave vectors and the modal profiles are exactly the same at the critical thickness *d~c~* for the specified wavelength *λ~c~*. This can also be understood as follows. The slow tapering can be considered as a sort of small perturbation so that the wave vector should vary bit by bit. For example, for a periodic grating with a period *Λ* for small refractive index change, the wave vector of the scattered field can be changed by 2π*/Λ* due to the phase matching condition. If the period *Λ* is very large (very small inhomogenity), then 2π*/Λ* becomes very small, and thus the change in the wave vector should also be small, i.e., the wave vector will remain the same direction (though the magnitude will be changed slightly). Thus we should expect similar behavior of wave vector in our slowly tapered waveguide. Only the coupling between modes with similar wave vector is likely to occur in a slowly tapered metamaterial waveguide, and the coupling between two nearly degenerated modes is inevitable even the tapering of the waveguide is extremely slow. A tiny perturbation (tapering) will lead to strong intermodal coupling between these two modes. This is the underlying mechanism for the reflection of the incident energy in a tapered metamaterial waveguide.

Next we turn to the case of *d~out~* *\> d~c~* (here *d~out~* = *d~c~* + 10^−3^ μm). In contrast to the previous case, the output waveguide still supports some guided modes in this situation (see [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In order to clarify the contribution of each slice of the tapered waveguide to the energy reflection, we introduce the concept of invariant imbedding[@b11] into this structure. Specifically, we choose two cross sections perpendicular to the *z* axis in the tapered waveguide, denoted by Plane A (*z = z*~1~) and Plane B (*z = z*~2~). The segment sandwiched between Plane A and Plane B will contribute to a certain amount of reflection, which can also be calculated exactly by applying the mode matching method on this specific segment. By varying *z*~1~ or *z*~2~, we can calculate *r*~12~ (*z*~1~*, z*~2~), *r*~11~ (*z*~1~*, z*~2~), and *t*~12~ (*z*~1~, *z*~2~), where *r~ij~* or *t~ij~* represent the field component reflection or transmission of the *j* mode under the excitation of the *i* mode. For example, *r*~12~ (0, 20 *λ*~c~) is the reflection for the whole tapered waveguide while *r*~12~ (0, *z*) tells the accumulated contribution from the segment in the interval \[0*, z*\] of the whole tapered waveguide. The reflection and transmission of incident energy can be obtained simply by *R*~ij~ = \|*r*~ij~\|^2^, *T*~ij~ = \|*t*~ij~\|^2^, where *i,j =*1,2.

[Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the calculated *R*~12~(0, *z*) (accumulated contribution to reflection *R*~12~from the coupling in the interval \[0*, z*\] of the whole tapered waveguide) and *T*~11~(0, *z*) as a function of *z*. From [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} one sees that more and more incident optical power is reflected as *z* increases, until the reflection approaches unity. The starting segment \[where *d~gap~* (*≡ d − d*~c~) is large (1 or 2 μm)\] of the tapered waveguide contributes little to the reflection. However, significantly reflection arises at the segment where *d~gap~* approaches 0 (i.e., when *d* is close to the critical thickness).

From the mode matching calculation results, we can conclude that a significant amount of the incident energy carried by a forward mode will couple to the backward mode BEFORE the group velocity decreases to exactly zero. Strong intermodal coupling of forward mode and backward mode occurs for a tapered waveguide with an output port whose core thickness is close enough to the critical thickness. It is the similarities in the wave vectors and modal profiles of the two nearly degenerated modes at the segment where the core thickness is close to (but still slightly larger than) *d~c~* that lead to considerable energy reversal.

The field distributions inside tapered waveguides of different output ports, especially the local field enhancement around the critical thickness are shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The first waveguide has an output port with core layer thickness slightly smaller than *d~c~* (*d~out~* = 52.4 μm ≈*d~c~* − 0.05 μm), while the second waveguide has an output port with core layer thickness larger than *d~c~* (*d~out~* = *d~c~* + 10^−3^ μm). The ultra-small difference of the two output ports leads to distinct behavior of local field distributions around the critical thickness. In the first waveguide, the propagation constant of the output port becomes a complex one, and thus the field is exponentially attenuated at the output segment. On the contrary, the output port of the second waveguide can still support guided wave. As can be seen from [Fig. 3c and d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the optical field magnitude is enhanced by approximately 4 times in a large area (however, the transmitted energy flow has a vanished value since the integrated Poynting vector is ultra-small at the output port with nearly zero energy velocity). This property is highly encouraging for applications related to enhanced light-matter interaction. Here we also note the following intrinsic property of a slow light waveguide: the energy flow may be ultra-small at a location where the energy velocity is nearly zero even though the field intensity may be quite large there.

We would like to emphasis that, the local field is greatly enhanced around the critical thickness due to the slow light effect, but light cannot be trapped and stay standstill at the critical thickness. In [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, we observe clearly standing-wave characteristics in both waveguides for field magnitude *\|H~y~\|* (normalized with the incident field magnitude), with alternative peaks and nodes along the *z* direction (Slow waves in a flat slab waveguide with grading refractive index exhibits similar standing-wave characteristics, which indicates the occurrence of intermodal coupling. The detail calculation can be found in [Supplementary Materials](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This additional calculation shows that the reflection is due to the physical intermodal coupling, rather than the inexact numerical modeling of the tapered boundary). This is a straightforward evidence for the occurrence of intermodal coupling induced backward mode: the backward mode and forward mode interfere coherently with each other, forming alternative peaks and nodes of the field magnitude. If we assume that the trapping of incident energy can truly occur, the field at the critical thickness should be infinitely large since the energy will keep increasing at the critical thickness region due to the continuous transportation of energy from the incident port. Thus the finite enhancement (about 4 times) of the field also indicates the breakdown of light trapping.

Tsakmakidis et al. claimed in[@b5] that a tapered metamaterial waveguide could lead to a complete standstill of light at the critical core thickness. Their theoretical conclusion is based on the application of adiabatic approximation method. To ensure the reliability of the adiabatic approximation method, the variation of core thickness *d* along the propagation direction *z* \[i.e., *z* derivative of *d*(*x*)\] has to fulfill the following condition[@b12] where *β~i~* and *β~j~*stand for the propagation constants of an arbitrary pair of modes in the slab waveguide. Since the forward mode and backward mode degenerate at the critical thickness *d~c~*, the right side of [equation (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be infinitesimal, and consequently the adiabatic approximation becomes inapplicable for dealing with systems containing degenerating modes (e.g., the degeneracy of forward mode and backward mode in our tapered waveguide structure).

Intermodal coupling and reflection in time domain
-------------------------------------------------

It is noted that all the above results are calculated in frequency domain (for a single frequency of 1 THz). In order to show the slow light effect and intermodal coupling effect in a straightforward way, it is necessary to exhibit the propagation of a wave packet in time domain.

Here we form a guided wave packet through the superposition of 100 wavelengths with a central wavelength of 300 μm (i.e., 1 THz). Their amplitudes are modulated by a Gaussian function (see [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The spatial profile of this wave packet inside the input segment is shown in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Through the superposition of the calculated field inside the whole tapered waveguide for all the spectral components, the propagation of the wave packet in time domain is obtained.

[Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the trajectory of the wave packet center inside the tapered waveguide. The instantaneous snaps of magnetic field \|*H~y~*\| at 5 temporal slices are shown in [Fig. 4(d--h)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. As the wave packet propagates into the tapered section, the spatial width of the packet gets compressed while the amplitude of the wave packet grows (see [Fig. 4f](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the pulse cannot be frozen at this location forever to form a 'trapped rainbow' (a dream described in \[5\] that light of different frequencies will be trapped to a complete standstill at different locations of critical thickness). The packet will eventually propagate backward after a relatively long period due to the intermodal coupling mechanism ([Fig. 4f, g and h](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that the incident forward wave packet is loosely confined in lateral direction in [Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. In comparison, the reflected backward wave packet is tightly confined (see [Fig. 4h](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This modal confinement contrast serves as another evidence of considerable coupling of incident energy into backward mode. Thus we conclude that a wave packet can genuinely be slowed down for quite a while using this tapered waveguide structure, but a complete standstill is impossible. Similar results for a lossy case are given in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, as well as some animations showing the reflection process of the wave packet in both the lossless and lossy cases. The simulation result for the case of a lossy metamaterial waveguide ([Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and the animation on the wave packet movement in the [supporting material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) can also support our intermodal coupling mechanism and conclusion.

Analysis based on energy conservation and momentum conservation
---------------------------------------------------------------

Above we have studied the reflection of the incident energy in the tapered metamaterial waveguide numerically and semi-analytically through the intermodal coupling mechanism. Below we show that the reflection is actually a natural requirement of energy conservation and momentum conservation.

The total momentum of optical wave in a medium is composed of two parts, the electromagnetic momentum and the mechanical momentum[@b13][@b14]. Since metamaterial is intrinsically dispersive, the momentum carried by an electromagnetic wave in a metamaterial has to be treated in a time-causal way. Thus it is necessary to construct a wave packet and study the amount of momentum (both the electromagnetic part and mechanical part) picked up by this wave packet during its propagation[@b14]. The momentum flow of the electromagnetic wave along its propagation direction is the amount of overall momentum per unit time. Using such a formulism, we can obtain an analytical formula for the momentum flow of guided waves in a slow light waveguide of uniform core layer thickness \[see [eq. (S17)](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the [Supplementary Materials](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\].

[Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the momentum flow *P~z~* (the *z* direction momentum flow across the lateral cross-section for a specific guided mode) of guided modes in a uniform waveguide as the core layer thicknesses varies. It is worthwhile to define a dimensionless quantity *η* ≡ *c*·*P~z~/S~z~* for the guided wave, where *S~z~* is the corresponding energy flow, and *c* is the light speed in vacuum. It is somewhat counter-intuitive that *P~z~* remains finite at the critical thickness ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), although *S~z~* has vanished at this thickness, which leads to a divergence of the dimensionless quantity *η* at the critical thickness ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

Now we can derive the reflection and transmission based on the conservation laws of the energy and momentum. Since our metamaterial waveguide is adiabatically tapered, the wave vector must change bit by bit. Thus only three waveguide modes with similar wave vector are required to be taken into account for the conservation calculation, namely, the incident forward mode , the coupled backward mode , and the transmitted forward mode . In a time-harmonic system, the incoming and outgoing energy flows should cancel each other, as well as the incoming and outgoing momentum flows.

In our tapering waveguide structure, we choose a region enclosing the tapering section for our conservation study. Assuming a unity energy flow is carried by the incident forward mode at the input port, we can obtain the following energy flow balance and momentum flow balance equations for the energy reflection *R* at the input port and the energy transmission *T* at the output port, Here, , and represent the dimensionless quantity *η* (defined earlier) for the incident forward mode, the coupled backward mode, and the transmitted forward mode, respectively, and *δ* is a finite quantity representing the *z* direction force suffered by the waveguide itself due to the tapering boundary. In eq. (2) or (3), the left hand side is for the incoming amount of energy or momentum, while the right hand side is for the outgoing amount of energy or momentum. After a simple calculation, we obtain

From the above two equations, we can obtain total reflection and zero transmission if the input core layer thickness is relative far from *d~c~* and the output core layer thickness is very close to *d~c~* (i.e., ; for instance, the case in [Fig. 2c, d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), as becomes singular (see [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) while and are finite. Note that partial reflection and partial transmission may occur only if both *d~in~* and *d~out~* are comparable and larger than *d~c~* \[i.e., and are comparable; e.g., the case in our invariant embedding calculation when the core layer thickness of the output port is also relatively far from (larger than) *d~c~*\]. As expected, total transmission and zero reflection can be deduced from eq. (4) and eq. (5) for a waveguide without tapering, since and *δ* = 0 for a uniform waveguide. The tapered metamaterial waveguide will give total reflection and zero transmission if the output core thickness is smaller than *d~c~*, as no tunneling is expected at the output port (waves are exponentially attenuated in the output waveguide).

Therefore, based on a purely analytical analysis utilizing the fundamental laws of energy conservation and momentum conservation, we can obtain a conclusion on energy reflection similar to [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. These analytical results confirm our intermodal coupling mechanism in a slowly-tapered slow light waveguide and provide a unique insight into the physical interpretation of energy reflection in the metamaterial waveguide structure.

Experimental verification at microwave frequencies
--------------------------------------------------

Finally, we would like to verify experimentally the intermodal coupling mechanism by investigating a tapered slow-wave structure at microwave frequencies ([Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).

The interface between a metal and a dielectric can support a conventional surface plasmon polariton (SPP) mode[@b15] at an optical frequency, but not at microwave frequencies due to metal\'s large permittivity at these frequencies. However, a SPP-like mode can be supported if periodic subwavelength grooves are fabricated on a metal\'s surface[@b16].

In our experiment, the spoof plamson waveguide is similar to the recently proposed domino plasmon structure[@b17], which is composed of periodic grooves etched on a metal\'s surface, and the experimental setup is shown in [Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Unit cell of this slow-wave structure is shown in [Fig. 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Its period *g* and groove-width *a* are 3 mm and 2 mm, respectively. The lateral dimension *w* is 20 mm. In [Fig. 6c](#f6){ref-type="fig"} one sees that the depth *h* of the groove will greatly influence the dispersion curve of spoof plasmon mode. The cutoff frequency decreases as the groove depth increases. Therefore, an electromagnetic wave with a specific frequency can be guided by such a structure with a shallow depth. As the groove depth increases, its group velocity will decrease gradually. Especially, the propagation velocity will approach zero when the depth of groove reaches a critical depth. At the region close to the critical depth, some forward mode and backward mode with nearly the same wave vectors coexist, as can be seen from the modes around the Bloch boundary at *kg* = *π* in [Fig. 6c](#f6){ref-type="fig"} (forward mode in blue and backward mode in red). According to our intermodal coupling prediction, strong coupling between the forward mode and the backward mode will occur when their wave vectors get close to each other. This coupling mechanism will lead to an obvious reflection of the incident energy in a tapered slow light waveguide.

Now we would like to verify the coupling induced reflection using the above slow-wave structure with tapered groove depth ([Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). The waveguide can be divided into three segments based on the depth of the etched grooves. In the 1^st^ segment, the groove depth *h* increases linearly from 3 mm to 8 mm in 50 periods; in the 2^nd^ segment, *h* will remain constant (8 mm) for 30 periods; and in the last segment, *h* decreases linearly back to 3 mm also in 50 periods.

From the dispersion curves in [Fig. 6c](#f6){ref-type="fig"} we see that the deepest groove depth *h* = 8 mm has a corresponding zero-velocity frequency *f~c~* = 8.44 GHz. The propagation of an incident electromagnetic wave with a frequency above *f~c~* will be slowed down gradually as the groove depth increases along the waveguide. In the end, it will encounter a region with groove depth close to the corresponding critical depth. At this critical region, the forward mode will be coupled strongly to some backward mode, leading to a significant amount of energy reflection. On the contrary, for an incident electromagnetic wave with frequency below *f~c~*, it can not only pass the 1^st^ segment, but also go through the 2^nd^ segment (which has the lowest cutoff frequency), and eventually reach the 3^rd^ segment. The distinct behavior of some higher frequency and lower frequency waves can then be utilized to verify experimentally the intermodal coupling mechanism. By examining the field intensity variation due to the interference of the forward mode and backward mode, the amount of energy reflection can be estimated.

Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is used for both the signal excitation and detection in our experimental setup (see [Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). A coaxial antenna is utilized to excite the guided mode in the waveguide. A probe is used to measure the electric field intensity at the surface of the spoof plasmon waveguide. If a significant amount of the incident energy is coupled to the backward mode, a strong intensity contrast at different locations along the propagation direction should be observed due to the standing wave arising from the interference of the incident wave and the reflected wave (similar to the field pattern in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

In [Fig. 6d](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, we show the experimental result at 3 representative frequencies. For frequency above *f~c~*, we have observed significant intensity modulation (20 dB) at the surface of the 1^st^ segment in our waveguide and very small signal intensity (\<−40 dBm, indicating ultra-small transmitted wave) in the 2^nd^ and the 3^rd^ segments. This is a clear evidence of strong reflection arising from the backward mode coupling. In the meanwhile, the intensity modulation is less then 5dB for the frequency below *f~c~* along the whole waveguide. (This small intensity modulation is due to some small energy reflection at the far end of our waveguide.)

The reflection at different frequencies can be evaluated from the intensity modulation at the 1^st^ segment. Here we choose the interval *z* ∈\[75, 100\], i.e., *h* ∈\[75, 100\] (in unit of mm) for evaluation of the intensity modulation. In this region, the near field effect of the excitation source is negligible and the electromagnetic fields have become purely guided wave. By comparing the peak values and dip values for each frequency, we obtain the intensity modulation shown in [Fig. 6e](#f6){ref-type="fig"} (red line). There is an abrupt increase (more than 20 dB) in intensity modulation at the cutoff frequency *f~c~*, which indicates a strong coupling into backward mode and consequently a strong reflection (more than 80%) for waves of high frequency beyond *f~c~*. The blue line in [Fig. 6e](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows a simulation result obtained with CST (Finite Integral Method), which agrees well with our experiment result. Therefore, our experimental results verify the intermodal coupling mechanism in a tapered slow-light waveguide as we reveal in this paper.

Discussion
==========

The coupling between the forward and backward modes is due to the special dispersion curve in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. If we can engineer the dispersion of a slow light waveguide in such a way that the upper branch of backward mode can be "mirror-imaged" (around the vertical axis passing the point of zero group velocity) to a left branch (of forward mode type), we would expect little reflection as long as the tapering is smooth enough. As an example to illustrate this, we have studied a tapered slow light photonic crystal waveguide which has a zero-group-velocity point on its dispersion band, and the results of negligible reflection are shown in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This also shows the reflection in a tapered slow light waveguide can be eliminated by engineering carefully the dispersion of the waveguide.

In summary, we have given a clear physical explanation why the previously reported 'trapped rainbow' waveguide[@b5] cannot be used to trap light at the critical core thickness. We have shown both semi-analytically and numerically that energy reflection arising from intermodal coupling between two nearly-degenerated modes is inevitable, regardless how slow the metamaterial waveguide is tapered. This is completely different from a conventional case where an adiabatic tapering is typically used to avoid reflection. Furthermore, we have also proved analytically the energy reflection based on the fundamental laws of energy conservation and momentum conservation. Finally, the energy reflection has been verified experimentally from the measured modulation of the field intensity inside a tapered slow-wave waveguide at microwave frequencies.

Reze et al.[@b18] and Tsakmakidis et al.[@b19] have debated on the impact of a small loss of the metamaterial to the 'trapped rainbow'. In fact, we have shown here that light cannot be trapped in such a tapered slow light metamaterial waveguide even if all the materials are lossless. Nevertheless, some slow light metamaterial (including photonic crystal) waveguides with carefully engineered dispersion can still have interesting potential applications, such as an efficient generator for backward-going backward wave, a tunable splitter to backward and forward waves, and large field enhancement for some practical applications. "Trapped rainbow" for storage of light is still hopeful if we can find a smart way to block the coupling between the forward and backward modes in a slow light metamaterial waveguide.

Methods
=======

In all our theoretical studies, the tapered waveguide has the following parameters: *ε*~1~ *= μ*~1~ *=* 1−*ω*^2^/(*ω~p~*^2^+i*ωΓ*) (for the metamaterial core) with , *ω~c~*/2π = 1 THz (corresponding to *λ~c~ =* 300 μm)*, ε*~2~ *=* 2.56 (relative permittivity for lower cladding), *μ*~2~ *=* 1, *ε*~3~ *=* 2.25 (for upper cladding)*, μ*~3~ *=* 1. The metamaterial is assumed to be lossless, i.e., *Γ* = 0 for simplicity. All the calculations are for TM polarized monochromatic continuous wave at the frequency of 1 THz except as otherwise specified.
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![Analysis of forward and backward TM~2~ modes as the core thickness (*d*) of a metamaterial slab waveguide varies.\
(a) The propagation constants of the forward and backward TM~2~ modes (at the frequency of 1 THz) as *d* varies. (b) Energy flow velocity *v~E~* as core thickness *d* varies. For a waveguide mode, the energy flow velocity is defined as the ratio of the integrated Poynting vector to the integrated energy density. (c) Overlap of the forward and backward guided modes as core thickness *d* varies. The mode overlap is defined as , where *H~f~* (in pink color) and *H~b~* (in aquamarine blue) denote *H~y~* components of the forward and backward modes, respectively. Inset: mode profiles of *H~f~* and *H~b~* for two different core thicknesses, namely, *d =* 54.7 μm at point O~1~, and *d =* 52.7 μm at point O~2~ (very close to critical thickness *d~c~* ≈ 52.45 μm).](srep00583-f1){#f1}

![Reflection from a tapered metamaterial waveguide.\
(a) Reflection and transmission of different modes for the case of *d~out~ \< d~c~.* The thick open arrows show the direction of the energy flow, while the thin arrows inside the thick open arrows indicate the direction of wave vector. (b) Optical power ratio for each mode of reflection or leakage, as the total number of steps increases. Here we choose *d~in~* *=* 55 μm*, d~out~ =* 52.4 μm (*\<d~c~*). The waveguide is linearly tapered and the length of the tapered section is *L~taper~* = 20 *λ~c~*. (c) Another waveguide with output port core layer thickness *d~out~ \> d~c~*. (d) Accumulated contribution to the reflection and transmission from segment \[0*, z*\] of the whole tapered waveguide with *d~out~* *\> d~c~*. *R*~12~ keeps growing and *T*~11~ keeps decreasing as *z* increases. *R*~11~ is absent in this situation since the tapered waveguide has been smoothly approximated using a sufficient number of steps. The length of the tapered waveguide is 50 *λ~c~*. Here we choose *d~in~* = 55 μm, and *d~gap~(z) =*(*d(z)−d~c~*)×10*^−kz^* (i.e., the tapering of this waveguide becomes slower and slower as *z* increases, see the inset of fig. 2d), where tapering coefficient *k* = 7.3×10^−4^/μm.](srep00583-f2){#f2}

![Local field enhancement around the critical thickness due to slow light effect.\
The linearly tapered section locates between *z =* 0 and *z =* 6000 μm for both waveguides*.* (a) and (b) The core thicknesses of the input and output waveguides are 55 μm and 52.4 μm, respectively. (a) Distribution of field magnitude *\|H~y~\|* calculated with the mode matching technique. (b) The plots of *\|H~y~\|* (normalized to the incident field) along line *z =* 0 calculated using two different methods. The FEM simulation (commercial software COMSOL) gives exactly the same field distribution as the calculated result of the mode matching technique, which shows the reliability of our results calculated with the mode matching technique. In the FEM simulation, an adiabatic scalar absorbing layer[@b20] is used to eliminate parasitic reflection. The profile of launching source has been specified to ensure the purely excitation of the forward mode. In (c) and (d) the same quantity as in (a) and (b) is shown for another tapered waveguide whose core thicknesses of the input and output waveguides are 55 μm and (*d~c~*+10^−3^ μm), respectively. A factor of 4 for the local field enhancement (near the critical core thickness) is observed due to the slow light effect.](srep00583-f3){#f3}

![Propagation and reflection of a guided wave packet in time domain in a tapered slow light metamaterial waveguide.\
(a) Components of 100 wavelengths (frequencies) used to construct the guided wave packet in time domain. (b) The spatial distribution of the field magnitude of the wave packet in the input waveguide. (c) The peak location of field magnitude *\|H~y~\|* at different instants (in unit of wavelength after multiplying with light speed *c* in free space). Since several peaks exist inside the waveguide, two peaks with comparable amplitudes may cause some sudden transition of the peak location in (c) if the smaller peak becomes larger than the other peak of the double peaks. (d)--(h) The field pattern of *\|H~y~\|* at different times after the wave packet enters the tapered slow light waveguide. The mode matching method is used in the calculation for each frequency component. The core thicknesses for the input port and output port of this waveguide are fixed to 55 μm and 52.2 μm, respectively. The length of the tapered section is 40 *λ~c~*.](srep00583-f4){#f4}

![Momentum flow inside a uniform metamaterial waveguide as the core layer thicknesses varies.\
(a) Momentum flow \|*P~z~*\| (normalized to the magnetic field at *x =*0) inside uniform waveguide structures versus the variation of core thicknesses *d*. (b) Dimensionless quantity *η* versus the variation of core layer thickness *d*. It is noted that *η* diverges when *d* approaches *d~c~*.](srep00583-f5){#f5}

![Experimental setup and results.\
(a) Photograph of our experimental setup. (b) The unit cell for the structure of etched grooves on copper with the following parameters: period *g* = 3, groove width *a* = 2, lateral width *w* = 20, all in unit of mm. Groove depth is denoted by *h*. (c) Dispersion curves for such periodic structures with different groove depth *h*. The vertical green line indicates the location of Bloch boundary, where the group velocity is zero. The horizontal black line indicates the frequency of 9.2 GHz. The four points along the horizontal black line indicate four modes. The two in blue are of forward mode (denoted by *M~f~*) and the other two in red (denoted by *M~b~*) are of backward mode. (d) Power detected by the probe along the *z* direction at the center of the waveguide\'s surface. (e) Intensity modulation obtained by comparing the peak values and dip values of the detected signal at the specific region *z*∈\[75, 100\] (in unit of mm). The red line and green line show the intensity modulations of the experimental result and the simulation result (using the conductivity of real copper σ = 5.8×10^7^ S·m^−1^), respectively.](srep00583-f6){#f6}
